
 
Free SQL Server Security Tools 

 
 

Did you know that within SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) there is an in-built Vulnerability Assessment tool  

and a Data Discovery and Classification utility? These tools allow you to run a series of checks at server and database 

level to review potential security risks and assess what confidential data you are holding. Microsoft have made many 

enhancements to Management Studio since it was moved into a separate release programme and these are just two 

of them.  Click here for more information on downloading SSMS  

Vulnerability Assessment  
The Vulnerability Assessment is out of the box functionality and invoked from the SSMS Object Explorer+ but can also 

be run via some Powershell commands. 

+ It should be noted that the lowest supported version is SQL Server 2012. 

Generate via SSMS 
Right-click on the master database to assess server-level issues, or right-click on any user database to perform 

database level checks 

 

 

The report is saved as a JSON file into a default local folder (for future reference) and SSMS presents a report as 

below, with an option to export to Excel (provide Excel is installed on the client). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssms/download-sql-server-management-studio-ssms?view=sql-server-ver15


 

To generate direct to Excel via Powershell  
Below is the short script which can be used to automate the assessment direct to Excel 

## ============================================================== 

## Generate Vulnerability Assessment Report for a SQL Instance   

## This requires importing the SqlServer module into Powershell 

## ============================================================== 

Install-Module -Name SqlServer -AllowClobber 

 

$scanResult = Invoke-SqlVulnerabilityAssessmentScan -ServerInstance "yourinstance" -Database "master" 

$scanResult | Export-SqlVulnerabilityAssessmentScan -FolderPath "c:\tmp\yourinstance_VA.xlsx" 
 

 

Reviewing the results 
The Excel report looks like the following, with two worksheets - a Summary and Results (details)  

 

Some checks may return “False Negatives” when a potential risk is a legitimate configuration that has been enabled 

for key application functionality. It is important that all failing checks are reviewed on a case by case basis and the 

tool features an “Approve as Baseline” for accepting settings that may be considered as a risk but are knowingly in 

use in your environment.  



Data Discovery and Classification 

 

The Classify step provides recommendations which you can accept or change using the available categories  {Public, 

General, Confidential, Confidential GDPR, Highly Confidential, Highly Confidential GDPR, [n/a]}. This will tag the 

column in the database schema via the Extended Properties of the table.  

  

The Report can be used to give an overall review of your data content by category. 

 

SQL Server 2019 introduces a new dmv sys.sensitivity_classifications to query this metadata. 

As with the Vulnerability Assessment toll, Data Classification is only compatible with SQL Server 2012 and above. 

Northdoor have an experienced team of SQL consultants who can offer further assistance in reviewing your data 

platform and help further secure your business-critical systems. 

For more information, contact our SQL team today. 
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